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About This Game

Join the fun and test your ability to master the GyroSphere! Go break your own records and tell your friends about it!

It’s a fast-paced race through endless, unpredictable obstacles and time is running out! Roll, spin, jump, but don’t fall and lose
lives! It’s a challenging course in an abstract world, but with uncompromising physics!

You will easily learn to control the GyroSpere, but can you master it? Time is of the essence! Only speed and focus will help
you unlock more arenas with new challenges ahead! Keep trying to be better and beat your own times! Work your way up!

Features:

Unique tracks with realistic physics
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Title: GyroSphere Trials
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Pronetis Games
Publisher:
Pronetis Games
Release Date: 18 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP

Processor: Intel/AMD Dual Core @ 2GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA/AMD/Intel 256MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

English
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Another interesting puzzle game but with zombies!. Why are you reading the comments, this game is amazing! Buy it now, it's
worth every single penny. I never wrote a review for any of my steam games. I cant believe more people havent purchased this!.
I am getting a wired bug where I cannot hear sound effects of bike and not even in the main menu ...please help. What can i do
in this case??? But i can hear the sound of the opening scene of milestone. Best RPG action game so far +1. Crush your
ememies
See them driven before you,
and hear the lamentation of the women.

That is correct.

Great game, great price.

Do it now!. Despite the horribly obnoxious vaporwave A E S T H E T I C (no), it turns out to be a pretty fun and rather difficult
strategy game.

The queuing process is awful though. Let me scroll through the open games or, at the very least, find me a game in less than 3
hours. Although, this could easily be blamed on the game being dead. R.I.P. I sincerely enjoyed this game as my friends had to
spend several minutes watching me complete each hole because I was so terrible compared to them.

10/10 - Have never felt more like that one special kid in the class.. Early Access Review=--

Lets start comparing it to Woodle Tree Adventures.
The biggest problem with Adventures was that the camara was stuck in 1 possition and you had no freedom in that.
In Worlds this is changed you now have the freedom to move around yourself a few exception aside.

The game itself is more open world in adventures you went to a world what you had to finnish quite linear.
This is also changed however once you go to a certain area its still linear but you can explore alot more in most worlds.
If you loved the jumping puzzle, little combat and the cutsie from Woodle Tree Adventures then Woodle Tree 2 Worlds is a
must have, more jumping puzzle, new mechanics and lets not forget the open world espect.
Will have to wait and see how MMO will do for this game.

Only negative I can find is that you cannot change your resolution or keybindings in the game you get this option while
launching the game instead of having a menu in the game.

The art and music is just great as with most games from Chubby Pixel.

I'll have to play abit more to unlock everything and see what else there is to do and maybe find some secrets?

Big thank you to the Dev for letting me review and play this game!
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Each one of the four new campaigns is unique in setting and objectives and is fun to play. This addon is also a must buy if you
plan to try some custom mods since the majority of them are made for it.. I like the game very much, the aspect of a dark story
that surounds on 1 person is a bit new for me. Personally i like the idea that you make a story for the love between the main
characters. Find it daring and good that there is mature content. Most games are not like that, or it is in Japanese or Chinese
main language.

If you ever want to try to crawl in the skin of someone involved in a mafia gang. And am a sucker for a love story but not the
cinderella type that it is only smuchy and sweet. Go for it, this game for what i read is a good story, that pulls you in and after
the first chapter you curse all people because you cant read anymore and you are here with us waiting for the next chapter.
My note help us help the makers the early purchase makes it easyer for the developer to hire more staff and to make this game
easy fast and adoreable to read. Also read it with lights off dark story needs to be read in the dark, it highlights your senses :).
My main complaint is that I felt absolutely no tension while trying out the game. Granted, I only spent enough time to do two
mission tutorials, but so far the game hasn't left an impression on me. Since its kinda obvious that Shock Tactics was inspired by
the XCom series of gameplay, I'm gonna have to compare this to them. Shock Tactics is a less thrilling, more clunkier indie
version of XCom. Then again, that's just my opinion, so take it however you will.. It has potential even in its early stages.
Good work. Hope to see more of this.

Performance is♥♥♥♥♥♥because intel Intergrated graphics card.. this game is great got it for $1 and in my oppimion it is
worth the full price , the graphics are nice and it is a great time killer that will make time fly by . 
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=310052041
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